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Recognition of Traditional owners 
and Indigenous cultures

Charles Darwin University acknowledges the traditional 
custodians of the land on which we’re meeting and pays 
respect to Elders both past and present and extends that 
respect to all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.
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“Intellectual property (IP) refers to creations of the mind, such as
inventions; literary and artistic works; designs; and symbols, names and
images used in commerce.” Source: http://www.wipo.int/about-ip/en/

UN, Rights of Indigenous Peoples 2015

Declared that intellectual property also includes cultural property 
such as historical sites, artefacts, designs, language, ceremonies, and 
performing arts in addition to artwork and literature.

Issue: How do we resolve this within the current IP legal structures?
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What is Intellectual Property?

http://www.wipo.int/about-ip/en/
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Why protect Intellectual Property (IP) 

OWNER HAS EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO UTILISE IP
1. Commercial/market value - Be absolutely sure the IP has 

commercial value, undertake detailed market analysis, etc. 
- Fee to maintain patent
2. Product and brand protection-What are you protecting product 
and brand from?
3. In exchange for a limited-period of monopoly under the law-
Exclusive rights to market, promote, use and commercialise
4. Protect knowledge from third party use- Be clear why this needs 
to be protected; culturally sensitive?



How can I protect IP
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• IP can be protected through various formal/legal means

• Protection of IP acts as a legal deterrence to third parties to 
utilise, copy, reproduce etc.

BUT

• Third parties do use, copy & reproduce IP

• If you have formally protected IP you must be prepared to 
legally prosecute (through the Courts) any breaches. 

AT THE IP OWNERS COST!
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Cautionary Note



Once IP is in the ‘Public Domain’ is almost impossible to formally protect it 
retrospectively.
A ‘prior disclosure’ occurs when the disclosure pre-dates either an application for legally registered IP 
protection, or the documentation of IP for automatic legal protection. When this happens, the application 
or the documentation lacks novelty, so the subject is not IP and protection of any type is ruled out.

• Trade secrets-formulas, practices, designs, instruments, patterns, 
knowledge that have value as the owner keeps them secret = Confidential 
information

• Knowledge – is there market demand for the knowledge generated 
from your project i.e. commercial consultancy contracts?

• Balance IP protection with academic performance expectations

• Research IP may have greater ‘IMPACT’ if released into the public 
domain, publication, ‘creative commons’ etc.
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1. Do not release into the Public Domain



• Short, legal agreement binding parties to not disclose IP to 
any other parties, penalties under law (party in breach can 
be sued by other party).

Example:

• Cultural knowledge disclosed for the purposes of a research 
project.  Details cannot be communicated without the 
disclosing parties permission.

ORI has NDA templates and can work with you on establishing NDA agreements
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2. Non-Disclosure Agreement



2. Confidentiality Obligations

• The Recipient shall:
• only use or permit the use of the Confidential Information for the Purpose;

• not disclose any Confidential Information to any person, except as permitted 
by this Confidentiality Agreement or with the Discloser’s prior written 
consent; 

• keep the Confidential Information secure and protected from loss and any 
use, disclosure, modification or access which is inconsistent with this 
Confidentiality Agreement ; and

• promptly notify the Discloser if it suspects, or becomes aware of, any loss or 
unauthorised use of the Confidential Information. 
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Example clause from recent CDU NDA
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TRADEMARKS
PROTECT IDENTITY; Registered business name, Corporate logo, Corporate jingle (sound), 

Shape (Coca Cola bottle), Plant material, Colour

•Examination: 
•Are the goods and/or services claimed in the application clear and in the correct classes?;
•Is the mark too similar to previously registered/applied for marks?
•Is the mark otherwise allowable for registration or are there other prescribed reasons to prevent it 
from being registered?.

• Valid: 10 years

• Use it or loose it

• Cost: Example, company name and corporate logo Australian Trademark $3,500

NOTE: If international protection required, Trade Mark needs to be registered in individual 
jurisdictions

www.ipaustralia.gov.au

•

https://www.baxterip.com.au/classes-of-goods-and-services


Example: Trade Mark Infringement
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COPYRIGHT

Protects expression of an idea set down in a material form-Copyright does not protect information, 
ideas, concepts, styles and methods

In terms of the types of material, Australian law confers rights in works, also known as "Part III Works" 
(after the Part of the Act dealing with this): 

• literary works, musical works, artistic works,  dramatic works, sound recordings, films, broadcasts, 
and published editions.

Duration: 70 years from when the work is first published

Ownership: Copyright is free and automatic upon creation of the work. In general, the first owner of 
copyright will be the author. Under Australian law, where an employee is the author, the first owner of 
copyright is the employer

www.copyright.org.au



Copyright owners have the exclusive right to:

• reproduce or copy their work;

• communicate their work to the public (make available online or transmit electronically, for 
example by broadcasting, by email or on the internet);

• first publish their work;

• perform their work in public; and

• adapt their work (such as a comic strip version or film script adaptation of a novel of a novel; or 
in relation to a musical work an arrangement or transcription).

Providing third parties access to copyright material: assigning or licensing.

• By assigning your copyright, you transfer it to a third party which then owns it with all the rights 
deriving from copyright ownership. In order to be valid, an assignment of copyright must be in 
writing and signed by the person assigning copyright.

• By licensing your copyright, you allow someone else to exercise some or all of the exclusive 
rights of a copyright owner. Without a licence (legal contract), the use of your copyright 
material by a third party is illegal.
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• The use of another’s copyright material without the copyright 
owner’s consent amounts to a copyright infringement if:
• there is an unauthorised use of a substantial part of the work; and
• an exception permitting the use does not apply.
• "Substantial part" means a vital or important part of the copyright 

material, based on the quality rather than the quantity of copyright 
material used. 

• Onus on Copyright owner to identify Infringement

• Copyright owner is entitled to commence a civil action in court 
against someone who has infringed his or her copyright, and may be 
entitled to various remedies. 
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Copyright Infringement
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REGISTERED DESIGN
• Protection of visual designs that are non-functional in 

addition to Copyright, if being produced commercially

• Creation of shape, configuration or composition of pattern

• Requirement: New or original

• General Duration: 5 years; can be renewed to max 15
years

• Examples:

• Clothing

• Traditional crafts

www.ipaustralia.gov.au

In order to effectively prosecute a party who is using your commercial 

design, you need a registered design.

1.Registered designs protect designs’ new and distinctive visual 

features against copying.

2. Registered designs can also be used as a defensive measure to 

prevent a competitor from obtaining legal protection over the 

appearance of a product by them lodging their own registration. A 

registered design can provide this defensive position due to the 

publication of the design on registration by IP Australia. 



• You must legally own the IP (Copyright, Patent etc.)

• Enter into a legal agreement with third party to use IP

• Can charge a fee or royalty for use of IP

Example: 
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Licencing



Geoscience Australia Satellite dish Alice Springs

• Original artwork Caterpillar Tracks by 
Arrernte artist Roseanne Kemarre Ellis

• GA purchased artwork

• Roseanne (Copyright holder) licenced, 
through formal legal agreement, GA to 
reproduce elements of the original artwork 
on the dish.
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Case Study-Licencing Indigenous Artwork

ORI can work with you on establishing Licencing agreements
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PATENTS

• Protects invention- new solutions to technical problems

• Requirement for Patentable Invention:
• Novel - New to prior art
• Inventive - Non-obvious

• Industrial applicability - Utility

• Typical Duration: 20 years

www.ipaustralia.gov.au



IP Protection-Patent Journey
CfAT Mobile Phone Hotspot

CfAT Ltd – Wholly owned Indigenous commercial Not For Profit company



Regional mobile coverage in perspective
WHAT IS YOUR MARKET?

Courtesy – Telstra Corporation



CfAT Mobile Phone Hotspot

Product Concept: Appropriate Technology to Extend Mobile Phone Coverage in Remote Locations – A different way of delivering 
access to a service

Initial Design Criteria:

• Low cost, No power required, No moving parts, Passive (does not require a telecommunications licence), Simple to use and install, 

• Rugged, Minimal maintenance, Commercial product potential, Protectable IP

TIPS

➢Consider IP protection before you start your project, is there an identified market/demand 
for:

➢Technology/product/process

➢Only consider patenting if you have detailed analysis that there is a potential commercial 
market for your IP

AUS Patent Protected



What is a Mobile Hotspot?

• The CAT Mobile Phone Hotspot is a 
robust, one-user-at-a-time facility to 
extend mobile coverage in remote 
areas with poor coverage & no power TYPICAL 

HANDHELD 

COVERAGE

TYPICAL

HOTSPOT 

AREA OF 

APPLICATION

15 KM

30 + 

KM



Hotspot R&D
• Pilot Installations-Concept proven
• Orders received for further 

installations
• Market research consultancy 

completed 

Mk2
Mk3

Mk
1

Range:       15-30km 30-50km

50km+



HotSpot Commercial arrangements – Require IP to be protected

1. Turnkey purchase-Buy the product and we install it – Prevent 
third parties copying technology, establish rights

2. Licensing agreement developed  to enable licensing the 
technology to third parties:

• Royalty Fee to CfAT on each installation or group
• Customer typically carries out fabrication, installation using 

own or local resources



Hotspot Australian Patent Journey
NOTE: Only consider patenting IP if you are prepared to prosecute parties that infringe on patent 

1. Trade Mark product name ‘CfAT Mobile Phone Hotspot’ $4,000

2. Cost benefit analysis – Cost of Patent v Product sales/licencing revenue
• Each Hotspot MkI $xxK, MkIII $xxxK
• Estimated Market first 3 years 50 MkI = $xxM sales

3. Hire a good Patent Attorney

4. Be patient – Hotspot Australian Patent application Filed 2016 – Patent awarded September 2019

5. Total cost of Patent; legal fees,  IP Australia fees, employee time etc jus short of $six figures
• No guarantee your patent will be awarded

6. Annual IP Australia fee to maintain Patent $8,000

7. Australian Patent only – lodge separate applications in all jurisdictions where IP to be protected

NOTE: Once your Patent is granted your IP is in the public domain



Patent Application 37 pages
Patent is a public document 



Be prepared for disappointment
Application initially rejected by Patent Examiner
• Prepare formal detailed technical response citing 

prior art etc
• Submit to IP Australia via Patent Lawyers





Public Hotspot/Roadside locations

• CfAT has successfully implemented Mobile Phone Hotspots at 
o 10 existing Roadside Rest Areas (RRAs), Truck Parking Bays (TPBs) or equivalent facilities 

on the Stuart Highway in the NT (National Highway A87)
o 2 Roadside Rest Areas (RRAs), Truck Parking Bays (TPBs) or equivalent facilities on the 

Arnhem Highway in the NT (State Route B36).

• Hotspots complement other facilities provided at the RRAs, and are advertised by NTG approved 
icons in the roadside approach signage.

Total Hotspot Sales to 2019 = 47
Cost of IP protection = 9% of sale revenue



Remote Indigenous Communities



Alice Springs area
Blacktank

Turners Camp

Williams Well (Mk2)

Hermannsburg area

Old Station
Red Sandhill
Armstrongs

Kwala
Ltira

Mbalkanaka
Utopia area

Amengernterneah
Atheley

Atnwengerrpe
Irrultja

Mosquito Bore
Tanami area

Yuelamu (S)
5 Mile Bore

Green Valley
Ali Curung area

Imangara
Tara

Top End

Numbulwar area

Miwul
Dharri

Alharrgan
Andananki / Walker Beach

Katherine area
Werenbun

Maningrida area
Nadilmuk
Ji-Marda

Hotspot locations – 26 Remote Indigenous 
Communities



• Once in the Public Domain, almost impossible to formally protect IP

• Formal IP protection is often costly, time consuming and complex

• What is the cost:benefit of formal protection?

• All forms of IP protection from simple NDA to Patent require owner 
to be prepared to exercise legal rights (Prosecute), and have the 
resources to do so.

• Consider ‘less formal’ means of protecting IP.
• Don’t release into Public Domain, simple NDA

If you are thinking about IP protection come and talk to ORI
32

Summary
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